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Somalia to Syria, from Afghanistan and West Papua to
Ethiopia, no one profits more from conflict and bloodshed
than Lockheed Martin. Since the start of the war in Ukraine,
Lockheed has seen its share price rise by nearly 20%.
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We call on people around the world to join the
Global Mobilization to #StopLockheedMartin
starting on April 21, the same day that Lockheed
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Lockheed Martin brags about arming over 50 countries,
including many of the most oppressive governments and
dictatorships around the world. The F-35 fighter jet is by far
Lockheed's biggest earner. Each plane costs $110+ million
and F35s account for 37% of Lockheed's income. Lockheed
Martin also owns Sikorsky, the manufacturer of the Black
Hawk helicopter, which are used in war zones and by
militarized police around the world. Additionally, Lockheed
Martin is involved in the production of US & UK nukes.
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Visit stoplockheedmartin.org to find an action happening
near you the week of April 21-28, 2022.

Tell Lockheed Martin to begin immediate conversion from
weapons manufacturing to peaceful industries. The petition
will be delivered to Lockheed's HQ & local facilities
worldwide.
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